Otterton Footpath and Rights of Way Signs - May 2019 Update
P = Place only, FP = new finger post, LP = long / tall post
Existing Finger posts
1. Brendon Lane (311)

Post made, to be placed

P1

2. Passaford Lane (301)

Post made, to be placed

P2

3. Bar’s Lane (308)
One of 3 arms fallen off (by Seaview Farm), post leaning. Purchase new finger
post with 3 arms (see below)
FP1
4. Colliver Lane (3) mid way
abandon

Cut down rotten base and re-place in ground, other signs nearby, in long term
P3

5. Bay Road (8)
The sign is hidden In shrubs (jn to back road to Seaview) and rotten at base.
John to discuss with Steve (Ladram Bay) - I suggest replacing with long post (no arms) – it will be easier to
see and will no obstruct.
LP1

Existing Long Posts
6. Holestone Lane (303)

(N end of stream) leaning in hedge, post OK – re-place in ground

7. Sewage Works PP
undergrowth, abandon.

Fallen due to rot at base (outside works) – other signs around, hidden by
Nil

P4

Existing Short Posts
8. Colliver Lane (3)

Fallen due to rot at base (mid way) – replace with new long post

LP2

9. Holestone Lane (303)
Fallen due to rot at base (Junction with 306 / 307), replace with long post as it
gets hidden in undergrowth.
LP3
10. Bar’s Lane (308)
hidden in undergrowth.

Fallen due to rot at base (Junction with 307) replace with long post as it gets
LP4

11. Chockenhole Lane (305)
At angle - Hit by tractor (Junction with Bar’s Lane) replace with long post so it
can be seen . Position carefully to avoid tractor damage.
LP5
12. Chockenhole Lane (305)

At angle / damage – Flailed by tractor (near road)
LP6
13. Mutters Moor PP
Fallen – bottom of plantation) – replace with Long post as in undergrowth.
Difficult to access, I will try get CDE)to erect.
LP7
14. Sewage Works PP
Missing – outside works, vehicle damage – abandon as too near vehicle
turning bay, other signs nearby.
Nil
15. Watering Lane in field, post rotten at base, disturbed by ploughing. Replace by long post, easier to see from
distance.
LP8

16. Chockenhole Lane 305/306 junction, post rotten at base, still in position but needs replacing soon. Replace
with long post.
LP9
Summary


One new finger post to be ordered



Nine new long (or medium) posts to ordered



In total 14 posts will need to be placed in the ground. The ground is quite stony. DCC to advise if concrete
needed.

Post Lengths – to be confirmed by DCC.


Short post is about 80-90cm above ground (total length say 1.2m)



Medium Post is about 1.5 to 1.6m above ground (total say 2m)



Long post is about 2m above ground (total say 2.4m)



Some posts have walking men or other symbols, I propose not to replicate them as it will be expensive and
complicated.

Bar’s Lane (308) details
 Three arms (one currently missing)
 NE arm is 600mm long and says “PUBLIC RIGHT OR WAY, BAR’S LANE” OVER 2 LINES, this only needs to be on
RHS looking away from post.
 SW arm (now missing ) says “OTTERTON” , this only needed on LHS
 SE arm only has a circle at present - I suggest we have “LADRAM BAY” over 2 lines to keep it as short as possible
away from traffic.
 2 Photos below refer
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